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MANUSCRIPT FILE
1. Manuscripts are written in English and used standard scientific usage. Authors whose first language is not English should consult the manuscript with English editing service before submit it to Indonesian Journal of Urban and Environmental Technology.
2. Manuscripts should be prepared in Microsoft Word format, except for Graphs using Microsoft Excel program and Figures using JPEG or PDF format.
3. Manuscripts should be typed using Calibri Light font at 12 pt.
4. Manuscripts should be typed one and half (1.5) spaced except for Title, Tables, Title of Graphs/Figures, and appendix typed single spaced. Manuscripts are prepared in A4 paper, margins on all four sides are 3 cm, and total number of pages is 12-20.
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5. **Keywords** should be written in no more than 5 (five) words or phrases.

6. **Introduction** describes a brief background of the research, novelty, state of the arts, and objective(s). It should be written efficiently and supported by references. Extensive discussion of relevant literatures should be included in the discussion, not in the introduction.

7. **Research Methodology**
   a. Method should consist of research design, subject characteristics, data collection process and data analysis
   b. If necessary, it should raise ethical issues particularly when dealing with human participant.
   c. Appropriate statistical methods should be used, although the biological mechanism should be emphasized. The statistical model, classes, blocks, and experimental unit must be designated. Consultation with a statistician is recommended to prevent any incorrect or inadequate statistical methods.

8. **Table**
   a. Tables should be prepared using Microsoft Word Table function, select Insert>Table and follow the instruction. Please do not separate cells into rows and columns by using tabs and spaces.
   b. Tables should be clear and could stand alone (giving a complete information and could be understood without referring to the body of manuscript).
   c. Caption for the table is written below it. The caption is written in font size 11 and placed as in the example. If caption has 2 paragraph should be aligned left instead of center.
   d. No dot at the end of the caption of table. The line-height should be 1 instead of 1.5.
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9. **Figure and Graph**
   a. Graphic contents are placed symmetrically on the page and there is one blank single space line between the graphic content and the paragraphs. A graphic content is placed immediately after it is referred to in the body of the text and is numbered in Arabic numerals.
   b. Caption for the graphic content is written below it and there is one blank single space line between it and the graphic content. The caption is written use Calibri light font size 10, single space and placed as in the example. If caption has 2 paragraph should
be aligned left instead of center.

c. No dot at the end of the caption of figure. The line-height should be 1 instead of 1.5.

d. Symbols and description of Figure and Graphic should be defined in a title that would give complete information and could stand alone.

e. Figures should be prepared one column (8 cm wide) or full-page width (17 cm wide). Use Calibri light font types only, 8 pt, one single space for text inside the figures, aligned left instead of center.

f. Please also remove unnecessary backgrounds and grid lines from graphs.

g. For bar charts, should be made in 2-dimension and should use stripes as fill patterns, not a solid or block shading. Each axis should have a description and a unit.

h. For line graphs, use a minimum stroke weight of 1 point for all lines. If multiple lines are to be distinguished, use solid, long-dash, short-dash, and dotted lines; avoid the use of gray or shaded lines. Please use the following symbols to identify curves and data points: □, ■, ○, ▲, △, ○, ◊, †, ‡, and ×.

i. Use coordinates to show the location of sampling/research study instead of the map.

10. Results and Discussion

a. Data should be presented in Tables or Figures when feasible. There should be no duplication of data in Tables and Figures. Sufficient and comprehensive data followed with some index of variation (e.g., SD, SE, etc.) and significance level (e.g., P<0.01) should be presented to give a complete information and allow the reader to interpret the results of the experiment.

b. The text should explain or elaborate the tabular data, but numbers should not be repeated extensively within the text.

c. Discussion should be consistent and should interpret the results clearly and concisely, address biological mechanism and their significance, supported with suitable literatures. The discussion should show relevance between the results and the end of investigation and/or hypotheses.

11. Conclusion should be written briefly in single paragraph, but reflects the experimental results obtained.

12. Acknowledgement (if any) to person(s) or institution(s) who help the experiment should be stated.

13. References. We suggest authors to use reference management software like EndNote (http://endnote.com/downloads/styles), Mendeley (https://www.mendeley.com/features/reference-manager/), etc., to prepare citations and the list of references.

a. References should come from primary sources of no more than 10 years old, a minimum of 80% of references are from reputable international journals and/or accredited national journals.

b. Citing a citation from secondary sources, such as Morris (2005) in Rinanti et al. (2016), and using ‘Anonymous’ as reference are not allowed.

c. The electronic publications are only allowed to use, if those are published by a competent source, such as journal and government or private institution. The accessed date should be put after the last sentence.

d. Reference citations in the text: Takahashi (2014) or (Takahashi, 2014); O’neil et al. (2006) or (O’neil et al., 2017); Priyanto and Johnson (2011) or (Priyanto and Johnson, 2011).

e. References should be listed alphabetically by the author(s) last name(s) and the year
of publication. For books, the order is all author(s), year, title of the book, name and place of publisher. For journals, author(s), year, title of the article(s), journal name, volume and number of publication, and pages. Journals should be abbreviated according to the conventional abbreviation used by Pubmed (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nlm-catalog/journals). For article in a book: author(s), year, title of the article, editor(s), book title, name and place of publisher.
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**Style for Electronic Publications**
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ADDITIONAL NOTES
1. Units of measurements use International System (IS).
2. Decimal to separate value in tables or texts should be written using dot (.).
3. Writing Heading
   a. Headings should be written in capital letters, bold, centered, and include: ABSTRACT, INTRODUCTION, RESEARCH METHODOLOGY, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION, ACKNOWLEDGEMENT, REFERENCES
   b. Sub-heading, the first letter for each word should be capitalized, centered, and bold. Sub-sub-heading, only the first word should be capitalized, written at the beginning of the paragraph, bold, and followed by full stop. The following text should be typed double hit from the sub-sub-heading.

MANUSCRIPT REVIEW AND EDITORIAL POLICY
The suitability of manuscripts for publication in Indonesian Journal of Urban and Environmental Technology is judged by peer reviewers and editorial board. All the review process are conducted in blind review. Chief Editor handles all correspondence with the author and makes the final decision as to whether the paper is recommended for acceptance, rejection, or needs to be returned to the author for revision.

Chief Editor and Section Editors will evaluate the submitted papers on prequalification step for suitability of further review process. The manuscripts will be evaluated by two or three qualified peer reviewers selected by Chief Editor and Section Editors. The peer reviewers should examine the manuscript and return it with their recommendation to the Chief Editor or Section Editors as soon as possible, usually within 3 weeks. If one of peer reviewers recommends rejection, the Chief Editor will ask a third reviewer or Section Editors to decide the acceptance or rejection of the paper.

Papers needing revision will be returned to the authors, and the author must return the revised manuscript to the Chief Editor via OJS of Indonesian Journal of Urban and Environmental Technology. Chief Editor sends the revised manuscript to Section Editors to check whether the manuscript is revised as suggested by peer reviewers. Sections Editors could give recommendation to Chief Editor that the manuscript should return to authors, accept, or reject within 2 weeks. After acceptance by Section Editors, manuscript is forwarded to technical editor to be layout for editorial board meeting. Chief Editor would send an acceptance letter announcing the publication issue attached with manuscript reprint to authors. There are three steps of revision process by authors:
1. Revision manuscript to accommodate peer reviewer suggestions within 2-4 weeks;
2. Revision to accommodate Section Editors suggestions within 2-4 weeks (if any); and
3. Revision to accommodate editorial meeting suggestions within 1 weeks (if any).

Manuscripts that exceed the revision deadline will be withdrawn. Authors may request for extension to Chief Editor before the revision expires.
The time interval from the date the manuscript is submitted to the acceptance for publication varies, depending on the time required for review and revision. Manuscripts are rejected usually for 3 general reasons:

1. The topic of manuscript does not fit in the journal scope and may be better suited for publication elsewhere.
2. The substance of the manuscripts does not meet Indonesian Journal of Urban and Environmental Technology standards; the data may be incomplete; the methodology used is not appropriate; lack of novelties and no advancement of the existing knowledge; or there are no consistency among objectives, research design/method, evidence, and conclusion.
3. Manuscripts are not written following Indonesian Journal of Urban and Environmental Technology guidelines in Instruction to Authors. These manuscripts may be rejected without review process. Manuscripts could also be rejected in the review process if Authors do not revise the manuscripts as suggested by reviewers and editorial board, also do not give response/rebuttal against the suggestions.

MANUSCRIPT PROCESS
If manuscript is rejected, the author will be notified by Chief Editor with a statement of reasons for rejection. The author may appeal to Chief Editor if he or she believes an unfair judgment has been made which enclose the author’s reasons. Chief Editor will review and discuss the reasons with Section Editors responsible for the manuscript, and later decide whether to accept or deny the appeal.

The author(s) will receive the final version of the manuscript as a PDF file. PROOF of all manuscripts will be provided to the corresponding author. The PROOF should be read carefully, checked against the typed manuscript, and the corrections may be returned within 3 days. Authors submitting manuscripts should understand and agree that copyright of manuscripts published are held by Indonesian Journal of Urban and Environmental Technology. The statement to release the copyright to Indonesian Journal of Urban and Environmental Technology is stated in Form A. Copyright encompasses exclusive rights to reproduce and to distribute any part of the journal articles in all form and media. The reproduction of any part of this journal, its storage in databases and its transmission by any form or media will be allowed only with a written permission from Indonesian Journal of Urban and Environmental Technology.
POLICY OF ETHICS

BACKGROUND
Indonesian Journal of Urban and Environmental Technology has to ensure that all published works within the journal follow ethical principles on academic publishing. It is therefore essential to set an ethical standard for all stakeholders to create conducive environment and to avoid problems that may arise due to a certain conflict of interest. This document presents the policy of Indonesian Journal of Urban and Environmental Technology on the respective publication ethics and malpractice statement as guidance for all stakeholders of the journal.

PUBLICATION AND AUTHORSHIP
All persons listed as authors should qualify for authorship. Such authorship should be limited to persons who have contributed significantly to the conception, design, execution, data acquisition, data analysis or interpretation of the manuscript. All other persons who have participated in certain important aspects of the research but do not qualify as authors, then they should be acknowledged. Authorship is a responsibility of the corresponding author; he or she should ensure that all appropriate co-authors are included in the manuscript. The corresponding author, on behalf of all co-authors, should submit a form (Form A) stating that all of them have seen and approved the final version of the manuscript and have agreed to submit it for publication. Request to add or remove author(s) or to arrange the author names of the accepted manuscript before it is published, must be sent to Chief Editor.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF AUTHORS
Authors are obliged to follow in peer review process set by Indonesian Journal of Urban and Environmental Technology. Authors are responsible to provide original and accurate data (no plagiarism, no fraudulent data) concerning the manuscript submitted, and to provide the data when they are requested. The submitted manuscript should not be under consideration or accepted for publication elsewhere. Where parts of the data have been published elsewhere, the sources have to be acknowledged or cited accordingly. When reproducing data from other sources, proper citation and permission are required. Any potential conflict of interest has to be declared including any financial, personal, or other relationships with other people or organizations related to their work that could affect their work. All sources of financial supports for the research project and study sponsor(s) (if any) along with their role in the research or study, should be disclosed in the Acknowledgement. Authors are requested to be willing to publish corrections, clarifications, retractions and apologies when needed.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF REVIEWERS
Reviewers are requested to assist in improving the quality of the manuscript through an objective review process within a scheduled period of time, and to contribute to the decision-making process on the manuscript. If reviewers and any published or submitted content similar to that under review, the editor has to be informed. Reviewers should have no conflict of interest with respect to the research, the authors and/or the research funders. Any confidentiality of information supplied by the editor or author should be maintained.
RESPONSIBILITIES OF EDITORS
Editors have the complete responsibility and authority to accept or reject an article. They should have no conflict of interest with regard to articles they accept or reject. Editors should be objective and fair when conducting their duties without making any discrimination on gender, ethnic, religion, political view or geographical origin of the authors. Editors should also accept manuscripts on the basis of academic merit and without commercial influence. Anonymity of reviewers should be preserved by editors.

PUBLISHING ETHICS ISSUES
Authors, reviewers and editors should maintain the integrity of the academic record during the whole process of publication. Business needs should be precluded from compromising intellectual and ethical standards. Authors could refer to International Standards for Editors and Authors (http://publicationethics.org/international-standards-editors-and-authors) by COPE (Committee on Publication Ethics) for policies that are not stated in this instructions.
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